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Property Description

Motion The or assigned to this state.

Speed

The default speed of the motion for this state. Enable Parameter to modify the 

speed with a custom value from a script. For example, you can multiply the 

speed with a custom value to decelerate or accelerate the play speed.

Motion Time
The time used to play the motion for this state. Enable Parameter to control the 

motion time with a custom value from a script.

Mirror

This property only applies to states with . 

Enable to mirror the animation for this state. Enable Parameter to enable 

or disable mirroring from a script.

Cycle Offset
The offset added to the state time of the motion. This offset does not affect the 

Motion Time. Enable Parameter to specify the Cycle Offset from a script.



Property Description

Foot IK
This property only applies to states with humanoid animation. 

Enable to respect Foot IK for this state.

Write Defaults
Whether the AnimatorStates writes the default values for properties 

that are not animated by its motion.

Transitions The list of transitions originating from this state.





Property Function

Has Exit Time
is a special transition that doesn’t rely on a parameter. 

Instead, it relies on the normalized time of the state. Check to make 

the transition happen at the specific time specified in .

Settings Fold-out menu containing detailed transition settings as below.

Exit Time

If is checked, this value represents the exact time at which 

the transition can take effect. This is represented in normalized time 

(for example, an exit time of 0.75 means that on the first frame where 75% of 

the animation has played, the condition is true). On the next frame, 

the condition is false.

For looped animations, transitions with exit times smaller than 1 are evaluated 

every loop, so you can use this to time your transition with 

the proper timing in the animation every loop.

Transitions with an greater than 1 are evaluated only once, so they can 

be used to exit at a specific time after a fixed number of loops. 

For example, a transition with an exit time of 3.5 are evaluated once, 

after three and a half loops.



Property Function

Fixed Duration
If the box is checked, the transition time is interpreted 

in seconds. If the Fixed Duration box is not checked, the transition time is 

interpreted as a fraction of the normalized time of the source state.

Transition

Duration

The duration of the transition, in normalized time or seconds depending 

on the Fixed Duration mode, relative to the current state’s duration. 

This is visualized in the transition graph as the portion between the two 

blue markers.

Transition

Offset

The offset of the time to begin playing in the destination state which is 

transitioned to. For example, a value of 0.5 means the target state begins 

playing at 50% of the way through its own timeline.

Interruption

Source
Use this to control the circumstances under which this transition may be 

interrupted

Ordered

Interruption
Determines whether the current transition can be interrupted by other 

transitions independently of their order (see below).



Property Function

Conditions

A transition can have a single condition, multiple conditions, or no conditions at 

all. If your transition has no conditions, the Unity Editor only considers the

, and the transition occurs when the exit time is reached. 

If your transition has one or more conditions, the conditions must all be met 

before the transition is triggered. A condition consists of

- An event parameter (the value considered in the condition).

- A conditional predicate (if needed, for example, ‘less than’ or ‘greater than’

for floats).

- A parameter value (if needed).

If you have selected for the transition and have one or more 

conditions, note that the Unity Editor considers whether the conditions are true 

after the . This allows you to ensure that your transition 

occurs during a certain portion of the animation.

























Property Function

Controller The attached to this character.

Avatar
The for this character. 

(If the Animator is being used to animate a humanoid character)

Apply Root 

Motion
Select whether to control the character’s position and rotation from 

the animation itself or from script.



Property Function

Update Mode
This allows you to select when the Animator updates, and which timescale it 

should use.

Normal
The Animator is updated in-sync with the Update call, and the animator’s 

speed matches the current timescale. If the timescale is slowed, 

animations will slow down to match.

Animate 

Physics

The animator is updated in-sync with the FixedUpdate call (i.e. in lock-step 

with the physics system). You should use this mode if you are animating the 

motion of objects with physics interactions, such as characters which can 

push rigidbody objects around.

Unscaled 

Time

The animator is updated in-sync with the Update call, but the animator’s 

speed ignores the current timescale and animates at 100% speed regardless. 

This is useful for animating a GUI system at normal speed while using modified 

timescales for special effects or to pause gameplay.



Property Function

Culling Mode Culling mode you can choose for animations.

Always 

Animate
Always animate, don’t do culling even when offscreen.

Cull Update 

Transforms
Retarget, IK and write of Transforms are disabled when renderers are 

not visible.

Cull 

Completely
Animation is completely disabled when renderers are not visible.
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